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Southwest Power Pool
OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE MEETING
December 10, 2012
Doubletree Dallas new the Galleria, Dallas, TX
•

MINUTES

•

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items
SPP Chair Josh Martin called the meeting to order at 9:05 a.m. The following members were in attendance:
Josh Martin (Director), Larry Altenbaumer (Director) and Phyllis Bernard (Director). Staff in attendance
included Stacy Duckett, Alan McQueen, Lauren Krigbaum, Philip Propes, and Paul Suskie. Others in
attendance via phone included Craig Roach and Vincent Musco (Boston Pacific).
Mr. Martin referred to draft minutes of the September 27, 2012 meeting and asked for corrections or a motion
for approval (9/27/12 Minutes – Attachment 1). Phyllis Bernard moved to approve the minutes as presented;
Larry Altenbaumer seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
Agenda Item 2 – Review of Past Action Items
Stacy Duckett reviewed the Action Items Report (Action Items Report – Attachment 2). The group discussed
pending items on elevating compliance attention and Order 1000 processes.
Agenda Item 3 – Quarterly Activity Reports
Market Monitoring Unit
Alan McQueen reviewed the quarterly activities for the Market Monitoring Unit (MMU Report – Attachment 3).
FERC interactions are now almost daily with three departments. The Annual State of the Market report is
progressing. The report will include new metrics including the impact of transmission on congestion and
market prices, as well as wind since it is having a growing impact. Market participant reviews are nearing
completion for distribution. The MMU is being somewhat impacted by some system delays in the Integrated
Marketplace project, but still confident it will meet minimum requirements for go live. The group discussed
the recent FERC order regarding the Market Mitigation Plan resulting in new requirements related to
monitoring and penalties.
Internal Audit
Lauren Krigbaum reviewed the quarterly activity report for Internal Audit (IA Report – Attachment 4). The
department has added an audit related to Grandfathered Agreements at the request of staff; a fixed asset
audit has been deferred, allowing time for this addition to the audit schedule. Ms. Krigbaum reviewed audits
completed during the quarter. Activity was limited due to a focus on SSAE 16 audit activities. Work on the
Integrated Marketplace continues and will throughout the project, including reports for the CEO, controls
support and departmental readiness. IA also provided controls training for the Regional Entity staff to assist
them in preparation for this new focus at NERC. Ms. Krigbaum provided a sample tracking report for audit
findings and recommendations for feedback from the committee.
Agenda Item 4 – 2013 Boston Pacific Contract
Stacy Duckett and Craig Roach noted plans for the 2013 contract covering the Looking Forward Report.
Boston Pacific can also be available for other projects as requested. The Committee directed execution of
the new contract.

Agenda Item 5 – Looking Forward Report
Craig Roach reviewed possible topics for the Looking Forward Report (LFR Topics – Attachment 5). The
Committee discussed proposed topics as well as additional topics.

Oversight Committee Meeting
December 10, 2012
Agenda Item 3 – Quarterly Activity Reports cont’d
Compliance
Philip Propes updated the committee on Compliance activities during the quarter (Compliance Report –
Attachment 6). There is continued focus on outreach with a further focus on smaller entities that are not fully
engaged. In addition to pre-audit support SPP is providing, a more formalized feedback post audit is being
developed to ensure guidance is helpful and can be further passed-on. SPP will have a full Critical
Infrastructure Protection (CIP) audit in June, a full 693 audit in September, and a certification review for the
Consolidated Balancing Authority (CBA) in October. Work with the Critical Infrastructure Protection Working
Group (CIPWG) and Member Compliance Group (MCG) continues, with MCG evolving to the Regional
Compliance Working Group. Mr. Propes referred to the current NERC violations report for the region.
Agenda Item 6 – 2013 Audit Plan
Lauren Krigbaum reviewed the 2013 Audit Plan. It is considered “final”, but remains flexible as projects
evolve and/or corporate needs change. The Committee requested no additions to the plan.
Agenda Item 7 – Recent Issues in Other Markets
Alan McQueen reviewed issues in other markets and their potential impact in the SPP market. There are
currently no new cases that require consideration of changes in the SPP markets.
Agenda Item 8 – Market Monitoring Unit Project Reports
Alan McQueen discussed some projects/studies recently completed by the MMU staff:
•
•

Transmission Planning Modeling (member requested)
Market Behavior Studies (no referrals resulted)

Agenda Item 9 – New Action Items
Stacy Duckett reviewed new action items:
•

Stacy Duckett is to consult with Michael Desselle on integration of the Looking Forward Report in the
strategic planning scenarios process.

Agenda Item 10– Future Meetings
Josh Martin noted future meeting dates. The March 21, 2013 meeting will be in Washington D.C.; the
September 2013 meeting will be in Chicago.
The meeting adjourned to Executive Session at 1:20 p.m.
Executive Session
•
•

Alan McQueen discussed the benefits calculation process.
Alan McQueen provided bench marking information relative to other market monitoring units.

Respectfully Submitted,

Stacy Duckett
Secretary
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE MEETING
December 10, 2012
Doubletree Dallas near the Galleria, Dallas, TX

• AGENDA •
9:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. CST
1. Call to Order/Administrative Items ......................................................................................... Josh Martin
2. Action Items Report ............................................................................................................ Stacy Duckett
3. Update on Current Activities
a. Market Monitoring Unit .........................................................................................Alan McQueen
b. Internal Audit .................................................................................................... Lauren Krigbaum
c.

Compliance ............................................................................................................ Philip Propes

4. 2013 Boston Pacific Contract ........................................................................ Craig Roach/Stacy Duckett
5. Looking Forward Report ....................................................................................................... Craig Roach
6. 2013 Audit Plan ............................................................................................................. Lauren Krigbaum
7. Recent Issues in Other Markets ........................................................................................Alan McQueen
8. Market Monitoring Unit Project Reports ............................................................................Alan McQueen
9. New Action Items ............................................................................................................... Stacy Duckett
10. Future Meetings ..................................................................................................................... Josh Martin
2013
March 21

Washington, D.C.

June 10

Little Rock, AR (morning prior to the BOD Workshop)

September 26

TBD

December 9

Dallas, TX (day prior to BOD Meeting)

Executive Session

Relationship-Based • Member-Driven • Independence Through Diversity
Evolutionary vs. Revolutionary • Reliability & Economics Inseparable

Minutes No. 33

Southwest Power Pool
OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE MEETING
September 27, 2012
Westin Hilton Head Island
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina
•

MINUTES

•

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items
SPP Chair Josh Martin called the meeting to order at 10:08 a.m. The following members were in attendance:
Josh Martin (Director), Larry Altenbaumer (Director) and Phyllis Bernard (Director). Staff in attendance
included Stacy Duckett, Alan McQueen, Lauren Krigbaum, and Philip Propes. Others in attendance included
Jim Eckelberger (Director), Harry Skilton (Director), and Julian Brix (Director).
Mr. Martin referred to draft minutes of the June 4, 2012 meeting and asked for corrections or a motion for
approval (6/4/12 Minutes – Attachment 1). Phyllis Bernard moved to approve the minutes as presented;
Larry Altenbaumer seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
Agenda Item 2 – Review of Past Action Items
Stacy Duckett reviewed the Action Items Report (Action Items Report – Attachment 2).
Agenda Item 4 – Quarterly Activity Reports
Internal Audit
Lauren Krigbaum reviewed the quarterly activity report, noting some audits in particular (IA Report –
Attachment 3). The committee provided direction to continue the new campus review reporting through the
official close of the project at the end of October. The committee asked for future feedback on the review
process to centralize contract administration. Ms. Krigbaum provided additional review of audits noted in the
activity report. Jim Eckelberger encouraged recommendations that lessen bureaucracy. The group
encouraged further consideration of the procurement process. Internal Audit (IA) remains engaged in the
Integrated Marketplace review as well as its own readiness. Preparations have been made for the next onsite visit for the SSAE16 auditors. To date, no issues have been found. Internal Audit continues to be
sought out as a resource across the company.
Compliance
Philip Propes updated the committee on Compliance activities during the quarter (Compliance Report –
Attachment 4). Member Outreach continues to be a significant focus of the group. Mr. Propes reported the
status of work to develop a Regional Compliance Working Group under the Markets and Operations Policy
Committee (MOPC). A charter and roster will be presented at the October meeting. Current NERC activities
are focused on a review of standards for those that are more administrative in nature with no real impact on
the bulk electric system for possible removal, and the Entity Impact Evaluation process to assess entities for
frequency of audits. Jim Eckelberger requested continued efforts to instill focus on compliance at the
executive level in member organizations.
Agenda Item 3 – Order 1000/Role of Oversight Committee
Antoine Lucas provided an update on Order 1000, and specifically the proposed role of the Oversight
Committee in the process (Order 1000 Role - Attachment 5). Phyllis Bernard expressed concern with the
process to fully vet industry experts to ensure lack of conflicts. Legal needs to review the process to
consider how/whether to provide indemnity to experts on panels. The group discussed various aspects of
the process, asking many questions. The staff will work on developing more details in the process.

Oversight Committee Meeting
September 27, 2012
Agenda Item 4 – Quarterly Activity Reports, cont’d
Market Monitoring Unit
Alan McQueen reviewed the quarterly activities for the Market Monitoring Unit (MMU Report – Attachment 6).
The group is now fully staffed. Mr. McQueen highlighted FERC Order 760 and new requests for data
submissions to FERC’s Division of Analytics and Surveillance. More data will be provided once the Market
goes live. The benefits assessment previously requested was completed and results were presented at
MOPC showing even greater benefits. The results will be integrated into annual reviews with individual
market participants. The Transmission Planning Gaming Assessment requested by MOPC is in process and
will be completed and reported at the October meeting, including some recommendations to clarify and
document the process. The MMU continues its work associated with the Integrated Marketplace, including
support of the task force in developing guidelines for submitted mitigated offers. The staff also assisted in
developing the Hub design. In both these cases, the staff support has avoided the need to engage
consultants.
Agenda Item 5 – Finance Committee Inquiries
Stacy Duckett noted two inquiries referred to the Oversight Committee by the Finance Committee (FC) for
discussion and guidance to Internal Audit (FC Inquiries – Attachment 7). The committee requested
assurance of reporting back on follow-ups from managements responses to audit reports. The committee
recommended no change to the current audit process for expense reports.
Agenda Item 6 – CIP Compliance Support
Phillip Propes reviewed current issues with CIP compliance and efforts to mitigate those (CIP Compliance
Challenges – Attachment 8). This is in response to continued concerns with CIP compliance overall in the
region. Compliance is planning a targeted training effort focused on specific standards, seeking Regional
Entity (RE) concurrence in advance where possible. The department will also initiate a review of current
registration to consider areas to propose changes for the region.
Agenda Item 7 – 2013 Audit Plan
Lauren Krigbaum reviewed a current draft of the 2013 – 2014 audit plan (2013 Audit Plan – Attachment 9).
The focus is on areas impacting or impacted by the Integrated Marketplace as well as any otherwise
required. Harry Skilton asked how a review for fraud factors into various audits. Work will start on
development of a more formalized risk management process as a next evolution for the organization. Ms.
Krigbaum will report progress at future meetings.
Agenda Item 8 – 2012 State of the Market Report Update
Alan McQueen reviewed plans for the 2012 State of the Market Report (2012 State of the Market Report –
Attachment 10). Several new metrics are under consideration. Preliminary results on some metrics will be
presented at the December meeting; a draft report will be presented at the March meeting. Jim Eckelberger
noted other issues he would like considered for review by MMU or other appropriate group.
Agenda Item 9 – Recent Issues in Other Markets
Alan McQueen reviewed recent cases of market anti-competitive behavior and their potential for impact in
the SPP markets (Anti-Competitive Behavior – Attachment 11). Following assessment, MMU has
determined the SPP does not have a risk of similar behavior based on its current design.
Agenda Item 10– New Action Items
Stacy Duckett reviewed new action items.
•

Plan for ensuring executive level attention to compliance at member companies.

•

Present a proposal for a process to address vetting of industry experts to ensure lack of conflicts in
the Order 1000 process.
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Oversight Committee Meeting
September 27, 2012
•

Have Legal develop a process to consider how/whether to provide indemnity to experts on panels in
the Order 1000 process.

Other
Josh Martin performed a review of Off We Go fixed costs reimbursements as required annually.
Agenda Item 11 – Future Meetings
Josh Martin noted future meeting dates. The March 2013 meeting will tentatively be moved to March 21 in
Washington D.C.; the September 2013 meeting remains TBD.
The meeting adjourned to Executive Session at 3:35 p.m.
Executive Session
•
•

The committee provided direction regarding engagement of a consultant in 2013.
Stacy Duckett provided an update on a FERC investigation in process.

Respectfully Submitted,

Stacy Duckett
Secretary
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE
Pending Action Items Status Report
December 11, 2012

Action Item
Affirm Standards of Conduct are
binding post-employment

Staff to develop plan for ensuring
executive level attention to
compliance at member
companies
Staff to develop a proposal for a
process to address vetting of
industry experts to ensure lack of
conflicts in the Order 1000
process
Develop a process to consider
how/whether to provide indemnity
to experts on panels in
the Order 1000 process

Date
Originated

Status

Comments

June 13, 2011

Pending

Draft in process with some other
revisions under consideration by
the CGC; W&T is reviewing entire
S of C with memo due in October

Sept 27, 2012

Pending

Sept 27, 2012

Pending

Sept 27, 2012

Pending

Overall issue of corporate
indemnity position has been
assigned to Corporate
Governance Committee

MARKET MONITORING REPORT
Oversight Committee
10 December 2012

Staffing
•

The MMU continues to be fully staffed.

Activity Update
•

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
o The team working on the next set of daily market data feeds to FERC has
completed the design stage and they do not anticipate any problems
meeting the mid January production date. The final phase will be to
address FERC data requirements for Integrated Marketplace post market
go live date.
o

•

•

MMU continues to provide weekly and monthly market updates for FERC
staff. The FERC team monitoring the SPP markets continues to rotate
members, providing opportunities for a number of FERC staff members to
become familiar with SPP markets.

Market Studies
o

Phase I of the Transmission Planning Monitoring Assessment is
complete. Presentation of the results at the October 16th MOPC meeting
was postponed to the January meeting due to time limitations. The MMU
continues to work with the Transmission Planning group to address
specific issues identified in the initial assessment.

o

Four market behavior studies have been opened since late September. In
all cases the MMU found no reason to believe a market violation had
occurred and all cases have been closed.

Reporting
o

Progress on the 2012 Annual State of the Market report continues on a
timely schedule.

o

Annual Market Participant reviews are nearing final edition with
distribution expected in the next couple of weeks.

o

Continue developing Corporate Metrics as well as supporting other
corporate reporting functions.

o

MMU published regular Market Monitoring reports including the Monthly
Metrics Report, monthly MWG market updates (both required by FERC)
and the Market Monitoring Snapshot for the Board of Directors.
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•

Integrated Marketplace
o

The BI/Report Workstream continues to progress in developing the data
management system needed to monitor the new markets.

o

The MMU is supporting test efforts for the Post-Operations Processing
System and the Market Clearing Engine. Three MMU staff members are
participating over next five to six months.

o

The first draft of the Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines was
completed by the MMU and delivered to the Mitigated Offer Task Force
(MOTF). The MMU continues to participate in the MOTF meetings and
provide input as the guidelines continue to develop.

o

A recent FERC Order conditionally accepted the Market Mitigation Plan
and Market Monitoring Plan for the Integrated Marketplace. The MMU is
currently developing tariff revisions to ensure that the plans are in
compliance with the order. Changes include:


SPP must include in the tariff additional details regarding the
Mitigated Offers, including formulas for each type of offer.



SPP is required to define Frequently Constrained Areas and apply
lower mitigation thresholds in these areas;



SPP is to include detailed screens for identifying physical
withholding in the tariff;



SPP is to apply lower mitigation thresholds to generators that are
committed to addressing local reliability issues;



The MMU has submitted four tariff/protocol revision requests to
date and is working on three additional requests.

Respectfully submitted,
Alan McQueen
Manager, Market Monitoring and Analysis
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
INTERNAL AUDIT
Report to the Oversight Committee
December 10, 2012

Staffing
•

The Internal Audit department is fully staffed.

Activity Update
•

Updated 2011 – 2012 Audit Schedule (see attached)

•

Audits Completed Since Last Meeting:
o

Off We Go LLC (Rate)
The Internal Audit department completed a review of costs and consumables in
support of the November 2012 rate adjustment charged for use of the Off We Go,
LLC private aircraft. The review was completed, in part; to fulfill Southwest Power
Pool, Inc.’s (SPP) commitment to FERC Office of Enforcement’s recommendation
that SPP should “perform an analysis to validate the fairness and reasonableness
of any cost factors submitted by the CEO and CFO for purposes of
reimbursement.”
See attached for summary.

o

Off We Go LLC (Invoices)
The Internal Audit department performed a review of reimbursements made to
Off We Go, LLC for use of their private aircraft for the period of May 1, 2012
through October 31, 2012. In addition, we reviewed Off We Go’s insurance policy
to confirm it meets the requirements listed in the Private Aircraft section of SPP’s
Expense and Travel Policy.
See attached for summary.

o

ICT Quarterly Assessment (Q3 2012)
The ICT (with the assistance of SPP Internal Audit) conducted the quarterly
assessment of the Entergy Available Flowgate Capability (AFC) data retention
processes. The purpose of the quarterly assessment was to examine regular AFC,
Weekly Procurement Process (WPP) AFC data, and HDR (Historical Data
Recording) retention processes and investigate the FERC Lost, Inaccurate or
Mishandled submissions submitted since the last assessment.
See attached for summary.
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o

SPP Compliance Program
The Internal Audit (IA) department completed the annual review of SPP’s
Compliance Program for 2011. The purpose of this review was to evaluate the
processes and controls related to SPP’s Compliance Program, a program used to
ensure SPP’s corporate-wide adherence to national and regional reliability
standards as well as commercial business practice standards. SPP’s Compliance
Program is designed to educate, prevent, detect and correct practices or
incidents of non-compliance.
See attached for summary.

o

Harassment and Discrimination Awareness Training
The Internal Audit (IA) department completed a review of the Southwest Power
Pool (SPP) Harassment and Discrimination training program. SPP requires all
employees to complete, bi-annually, a training course designed to increase
awareness and knowledge of harassment and discrimination. The purpose of this
review was to determine that procedures performed for the selection,
implementation, monitoring and administration of the bi-annual harassment and
discrimination training process, particularly for the year 2012, are adequately
being executed.
See attached for summary.

•

Reviews Currently in Process:
o

New Facilities Program (Construction and Migration)
The purpose of the review is to determine that established processes are
followed, including adequate controls to mitigate risks and to identify any gaps.
The review also includes an assessment of the status of project budgets. The
review is in the testing phase.

o

Cash Management and Bank Reconciliations
The purpose of the review is to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of
processes and controls for SPP’s cash management and bank reconciliations
processes to provide reasonable assurance the process is efficient and that
controls are sufficient to adequately safeguard SPP and customer resources. The
review is in the testing phase.

o

Invoicing/Cash Collections/Payout
The purpose of the review is to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of
processes and controls in providing reasonable assurance that invoices,
payments collected and payouts are timely and accurate for SPP’s Market and
Transmission Settlements process. The review is in the testing phase.
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o

Shared User Access Accounts (Critical Systems)
The purpose of this review is to evaluate whether adequate user access controls
are in place to protect information accessed through SPP’s shared user access
accounts. The focus is to assess the processes of granting and managing shared
user access accounts. Specifically to verify adequate controls are in place
around user access, account management, password management and code
management to mitigate risks and maintain a secure environment. The review is
in the testing phase.

o

Tariff Studies - Network Upgrades
The purpose of this limited scope review is to assess the processes and procedures
of Tariff Studies Network Upgrades impacting the Settlement system. Primary
review objectives are to confirm the process as performed: is supported by up-todate and complete process documentation with sufficient information to support
and serve the process purpose and deliverables; includes adequate controls to
mitigate risks; and does not have any process and/or control gaps.

•

•

Upcoming Reviews/Audits:
o

Administrator Logical Access

o

Manage Disputes

o

Credit Management (including Insurance)

o

Market Participant Registration (Integrated Marketplace)

o

Credit Stack Process

o

Legacy Applications (Integrated Marketplace)

Other Activities
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o

Integrated Marketplace:
 IA continues the review of the Integrated Marketplace Program and
Integration.
 Staff continues to engage in Integrated Marketplace discussions; bringing
perspective of internal controls, SSAE 16 and business.
 Working with Congestion Hedging personnel concerning the
development of TCR control objectives/activities.
 Facilitated risk assessment workshops for Congestion Hedging personnel.
 IA staff continued with the Integrated Marketplace In-Depth training
programs, with the goal of completing all programs before go-live.
 Maintained IA Internal Readiness plan

o

Controls audit work:
 Completion of continuous, periodic audits
 Phase 2 of 2012 audit:
o Gathered audit documentation requested by external auditors

Participated in on-site interviews with all control owners
Communicated and acted as liaison between PwC and control
owners
o Collected and reviewed additional audit item requests
o Two IA personnel assigned to perform “contract” work for external
audit firm during on-site audit testing (to maintain/reduce outside
service fee).
Reporting for 2012 audit
o Update narrative portion of report for changes
o
o


o

Participated on SPP Business Continuity Leadership Council

o

Developed and delivered an internal controls training session for the SPP Regional
Entity.

o

Other consulting/advising:
 Network Upgrades (process improvement)
 Flowgate Assessment process
 Credit Stack process
 SPP Engineering ITP LEAN Project

Respectfully submitted,
Lauren Krigbaum
Director, Internal Audit
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POSSIBLE TOPICS FOR THE 2012 LOOKING FORWARD REPORT FOR
DISCUSSION AT THE DECEMBER 10, 2012 MEETING OF THE SPP OVERSIGHT
COMMITTEE
I.

The Shale Gas Revolution (Update based on new information)

As the Shale Gas Revolution roars along, based on new reports and data, we will update our
discussion of the implications of shale gas from three perspectives:
A. How big is shale gas (and shale oil) in terms of impact on market price and years of
supply?
B. To date, what is the environmental assessment/record of shale gas and fracking in
terms of potential regulations?
C. What are the risks if we develop undiversified, gas-heavy generating portfolios?
Note that natural gas prices could rise whether shale gas production meets
expectations or not. Are there “off-ramps” that can help mitigate these risks of a gasheavy generating portfolio?

II.

EPA’s Continued Campaign on Coal (Update based on new information)

The EPA will likely continue its campaign to introduce more strict regulations on coal-fired
generators. We will update on EPA’s continuing campaign from several perspectives:
A. List the many initiatives EPA has, beyond MATS and Regional Haze, such as oncethrough cooling water standards, coal ash disposal standards, and greenhouse gas
standards?
B. Update data on US air emissions profile. (Has shale gas and the Great Recession flat
lined emissions?) (See Resources for Future Report).
C. The case study of one SPP State, Oklahoma, which has taken steps to settle with the
EPA, shut down coal-fired generation, and solicit new, replacement gas-fired generation.

III.

Fundamental Changes in Transmission Planning (New, Tee up Issue)

Transmission planning has begun to be impacted by a number of forces. We will examine those
forces that will fundamentally change transmission planning, including:
A. Regulation-driven changes (FERC Order No. 1000)
B. Integration of HVDC transmission, including “controllable” HVDC
C. Cybersecurity
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IV.

Dwindling Demand, Rising Rates: The Coming Rise in Retail Rates (New, Tee
up Issue)

The US has recently enjoyed very favorable conditions in four key areas that determine
electricity rates, including low natural gas prices, record-low interest rates, low demand growth,
and public subsidies for renewable generation and energy efficiency. We tee up the issue of
potential electricity rate and demand impacts as these variable potentially change.
For each variable, we will use updated data and recent reports to explain the supply and demand
forces that determine their future path. For example, for natural gas prices, additional regulation
of fracking and the potential for LNG exports from the US could have significant impacts on the
price of natural gas, which could then, eventually, impact retail rates.

V.

Long-Term Demand Shock: Electric Vehicles (Short Update)

Given that a wide-scale adoption of electric vehicles represents the largest, most known quantity
of potential demand shock in the electricity market, we will update our past research on this
topic.

VI.

Dodd-Frank Impact (New, Tee up Issue)

Legislation included in the Dodd-Frank Act could have large implications for the electricity
industry, including new regulation of utilities and electricity market participants by the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). Commonly-used hedging mechanisms used
by utilities to protect ratepayers may be classified as securities that are to be regulated by the
CFTC. We will look at the impact of Dodd-Frank on energy companies, including potential
regulation of financial transmission rights, a key new feature of the Integrated Marketplace.

VII.

Distributed Generation as a component of Demand Response (New, Tee Up
Issue)

Despite a long-standing debate on the matter, distributed generation is often considered “demand
response.” We will examine this issue from several perspectives:
A. How much does SPP rely on demand response, and specifically distributed generation?
B. Distributed generation, which typically is small, inefficient and dirty diesel generation
that is activated during peak reliability or economic periods, has recently received an
exemption from the EPA on emissions standards. We will look at the reliability of
distributed generation and its environmental performance. We will do so through the
2
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eyes of two States – Maryland and Oregon – who plan their systems to include a
significant reliance on demand response, including distributed generation.
C. We will also review the 2012 NERC Long-term Reliability Assessment as it pertains to
SPP and the role of demand response there.
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
COMPLIANCE DEPARTMENT
Report to the Oversight Committee
December 10, 2012
SPP Compliance Team
As part of the 2012 Compliance Department Business Unit Strategic Plan, a personnel alignment
was implemented in the last quarter of 2012. This alignment establishes Subject Matter Experts
(SMEs) and Analysts collectively, which provides a centralized approach to the way we do
business.
This structure allows us to narrow our focus on Integrated Marketplace compliance, the
expansion of member services, and enhanced internal compliance support. Topical areas are
focused on our primary compliance constituents: SPP Members, along with the Operations,
Engineering, and Information Technology Departments within SPP.

Philip Propes
Director, Compliance

SME

ANALYST

OPS

ENG

IT

Outreach

Ron
Losh

Lonnie
Lindekugel

Lesley
Bingham

Kim
Van
Brimer

Melissa
Rinehart

Senior
Compliance
Engineer
(OPEN)

Kevin
Molder

Tariff/Criteria

Documentation

SIEM,
Security
Tools

Events,
Investigations,
Inquiries

Alison
Hayes

Keith
Dover

Matt
Roberson

Mark
Robinson

Machelle
Smith

Corporate Outreach
SPP 2013 Audit – SERC (September 23, 2013 – September 27, 2013)
Compliance staff has efforts underway to ensure readiness for the SERC audit in 2013. RSAWs,
primary and secondary evidence, and Internal Compliance Program (ICP) documents are being
reviewed to meet milestones through September, 2013.
Internal Training
Compliance Department staff has set internal goals to complete self-study courses on the
Introduction of the Integrated Marketplace Level 0 and the Integrated Marketplace Overview
Level 1 by December 31, 2012. This training will provide additional oversight capabilities for
Compliance staff during the Marketplace development and implementation processes. All
department staff has completed the initial training offering.
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SPP Criteria
MOPC Action Item 137 called for a review of the SPP Criteria to accomplish multiple goals.
First, each section of the Criteria was reviewed to determine which working group was
responsible for ongoing review oversight. The second step identified potential Compliance gaps
within the Criteria. The final objective is to evaluate the ongoing need for the Criteria, and
correlated Criteria sections with other possible standards and business practices.
Compliance Certification Reviews
Staff is currently performing RSAW reviews with the CIP SME and Analyst to confirm
compliance with the CIP Standards. These reviews are coordinated with the Operations SME
and Analyst to ensure processes are developed and updated, activities are performed as defined,
and compliance evidence is being retained. This effort is being conducted in advance of the
SERC audit in 2013.
Member Outreach
Monthly Compliance Calls
Eleven calls were facilitated in 2012 reaching out to a total of 300 participants over the course of
the year. The compliance calls continue to fill their two hour time allotment. This showcases the
continued need for the service. Compliance staff is always on hand during the calls to assist with
questions or to take action items for follow up.
Quarterly Compliance Forum
The final Quarterly Compliance Forum was held on November 17, 2012 in Little Rock. There
were 104 participants in attendance, with 50 taking part in the Compliance Forum and 54 taking
part in the Cause Analysis Workshop provided by NERC.
As we look ahead to 2013, one area of focus will be to ensure the smaller entities, cooperatives
and municipalities have more topics and presentations tailored to their size. We are looking to
create breakout sessions to better service this need.
2012 Quarterly Forum Surveys – Member Comments
“People are beginning to feel comfortable sharing information”
“This was my first forum. Being a recent addition to the Compliance team, this was a great
learning experience for me. Thank you!”
“The forum was solid and well worth the extra day in travel. I like that we can piggyback the
forum onto the workshops. One set of travel costs for two very important meetings.”
“I did notice that after lunch, the crowd thinned out. Based on what the RE does in future
meetings that precedes ours, would it be possible to have two 1/2 days?”
(2013 agendas will reflect this change)
“Could you prepare SME's for audit interviews?”
(This is an added service in 2013 via Member Outreach)
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Cause/Event Analysis Training
As part of the quarterly forum on November 17, 2012, the compliance staff coordinated with
NERCs Ben McMillian to present a full day on “The Five Phases of Cause Analysis”. This also
allowed participants to gain 8 NERC Continuing Education Hours (CEH) hours.
On-Site and In-House Review Coordination
As 2012 closed out, the compliance staff had completed 12 evidence reviews. For 2013, nine
reviews have been scheduled in the first two quarters, clearly indicating the services are being
promoted by staff and utilized by members.
Member Compliance Group (MCG)
In 2013, the MCG will evolve into the Regional Compliance Working Group (RCWG). The
Markets & Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) approved the charter on October 16-17, 2012
at their meeting in San Antonio, TX. A recommended roster was presented to the MOPC and
will be reviewed and finalized by the Corporate Governance Committee.
CIP Working Group (CIPWG)
The CIPWG is facilitated by Compliance Department staff, and it continues to be the primary
CIP focused organization in the region.
NERC recently proposed changes to Appendix 4D of their Rules of Procedure. This section of
the RoP covers the Technical Feasibility Exception (TFE) Process, which is a significant piece of
the CIP Compliance Program of many SPP members. Compliance Department staff facilitated a
call on November 7 to compile comments from the SPP region.
The CIPWG Charter was revised to address current security related priorities and was approved
at the September 25, 2012 face to face CIPWG meeting. These changes were formally adopted
after approval from the MOPC during the October meeting.
The next CIPWG meeting will be on December 18 at the SPP facilities in Little Rock. Agenda
items include an update from DHS and FBI resources, meeting planning for 2013, a review of
the Organizational Effectiveness Survey results for the CIPWG, and a review of CIP standards.
NERC Activities
Passage of Critical Infrastructure Protection - Version 5 (CIP v5) Standards
The electricity industry passed Version 5 of the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation’s Critical Infrastructure Protection standards with an overwhelming consensus
earlier this week. “The industry is to be commended for supporting the CIP Version 5 standards
with high approval rates,” said Gerry Cauley, president and chief executive officer of the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC). “This effort represents significant
prioritization from the industry focused on the importance of cybersecurity.”
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SPP Compliance Department staff is developing a variety of educational tools to better convey
the pending changes from CIP version 3, 4, and 5. These tools include presentations, webinars,
and educations sessions designed for both internal and external stakeholders. These will be
delivered in 2013 pending the 2014 (v4) and 2015 (v5) effective dates.

NERC Project 2013-02 (“Paragraph 81”)
We continue to keep informed on NERC Project 2013-02 (‘Paragraph 81”). In the Order, FERC
proposed that some of the current requirements are either redundant or provide little protection
for the Bulk Electric System and should therefore be removed from the NERC Reliability
Standards.
Compliance staff participated in the SPP Paragraph 81 conference call which was held on
November 30, 2012.

Respectfully submitted,

Philip Propes
Director, Compliance
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Executive Summary
The SPP Compliance Department provides outreach services to SPP members and Registered
Entities. In support of SPP’s mission - Helping our members work together to keep the lights on,
today and in the future - the outreach programs foster awareness and visibility into emerging issues
by supplying timely and consistent information. These services give members and Registered
Entities effective and efficient means to support their compliance programs in the ever-changing
compliance arena.
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SPP’s 2012 outreach programs and services to members and Registered Entities include: assistance
with compliance program enhancements, participation in and coordination of organizational groups,
conference calls, e-mail and telephone support, event analysis process and lessons learned,
newsletter publication, solicitation of feedback, standards under development communication and
dedicated webpages.

Assistance with Compliance Program Enhancements
Entity Evidence Reviews
In 2012, the SPP Compliance Department implemented a new service that provides compliance
assistance to members in preparation for their audits. This service includes reviews of their
Reliability Standard Audit Worksheets (RSAWs) as well as primary and secondary evidence. These
reviews can be accomplished on-site as well as in-house. Member feedbacks from post-reviews have
shown positive results from this effort. A total of 14 reviews were completed in 2012.

Compliance Calls
The SPP Compliance Department facilitates monthly compliance calls that give entities the
opportunity to privately discuss compliance matters. These calls are a useful tool in maintaining
compliance by sharing information and best practices.
In 2012, the department facilitated 12 calls regarding CIP Version 5, CAN-0019, and NERC Rules
of Procedure – Appendix D.
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The 300 participants indicate the offered services are being utilized and adding value back to the
region.
2012 Compliance Calls
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Electronic Mail and Telephone Support
The SPP Compliance Department monitors the dedicated departmental emailbox SPPCompliance@spp.org.
The SPP Compliance Department staff responds to emails and calls received at their individual email
addresses and phone numbers. The compliance newsletters include a roster of all staff members’
phone numbers and email addresses so entities can easily locate staff.

Educational Meetings
Forums
The SPP Compliance Department hosts Quarterly Compliance Forums that provide entities with an
opportunity to privately discuss compliance matters. The forum agendas include current industry
topics, guest speakers, best practices, lessons learned, and educational learning opportunities.
Member survey responses compiled after each forum provide member-generated topics for the
next agenda.
2012 Forum Participants
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Training

On November 15, 2012 the SPP Compliance Department and the Event Analysis Working Group
held a one-day training session for members and Registered Entities on NERC Event/Cause Analysis
in conjunction with the Compliance Forum. This training was led by NERC’s James Merlo and Ben
McMillan; 50 participants attended. 8 Continuing Hours of Education (CEH) were offered for course
pass and completion.

Feedback Solicitation
Stakeholder Satisfaction Surveys
The SPP Compliance Department has a goal of continuous improvement. The annual satisfaction
survey asks respondents to rate Compliance Support along with other SPP programs and services.

The SPP Compliance Department discuss these survey results with staff and develop action plans to
improve performance.

Compliance Hotlines
SPP has a compliance hotline, 800-910-6712, that is available for SPP staff and stakeholders to
submit comments or concerns.
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Newsletters
Quarterly Compliance Newsletter
The Compliance Department issues a quarterly newsletter to member/entity compliance contacts.
The newsletter gives a high-level overview of topics discussed at the Compliance Forums and details
current events related to compliance initiatives. In 2012, newsletters were issued on March 16, July
11, and September 6, with a final distribution in December.

Weekly Compliance Update
The Compliance Department sends the SPP Compliance Contacts exploder a weekly NERC
Standards update. This weekly bulletin compiles a list of NERC’s current and upcoming standards,
interpretations, and other standards items posted for industry comment or ballot, along with recent
FERC approvals and upcoming standards-related postings and events, which the SPP Compliance
Department updates and sends out weekly. Stakeholders’ role in commenting is very important, and
SPP hopes entities will take advantage of this opportunity to make their voices heard. Whether a
company decides to submit separate comments or helps shape the separate comments SPP submits,
this is one of the few chances stakeholders have to let NERC hear concerns about the proposed
standard(s) prior to a standard becoming effective and enforceable. Organizational Group
Participation

SPP Organizational Group Participation
The Compliance Department staff participates in meetings of the Board of Directors, Markets and
Operations Policy Committee (MOPC), Oversight Committee, Member Compliance Group, Critical
Infrastructure Protection Working Group, Events Analysis Working Group, Operating Reliability
Working Group, Regional Tariff Working Group, Transmission Working Group, and ISO/ Security
Consolidated Balancing Authority Steering Committee.
The MOPC recently approved the formation of the Regional Compliance Working Group. This
group will provide SPP guidance on policy issues regarding reliability compliance activities of
federal or regional regulators, committees, or companies; facilitate membership issues related to
regional compliance matters; provide a stakeholder forum to encourage membership discussion of
regional compliance issues; and provide a means to communicate collective membership input to
appropriate regulatory bodies, i.e., Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, North American
Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), and Regional Entity staff.
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Member Compliance Group
The MCG is a group of compliance contacts that meets quarterly to discuss compliance-related
issues. The MCG’s role is to improve communications, processes, and reliability through
compliance. These meetings, which are organized by the Compliance Department, provide an
avenue of communication among the SPP RE and registered entities. These meetings focus primarily
on audit interpretations, process questions, and upcoming enforceable standards.
The MCG has 16 members. The MCG hosted five calls in 2012 with a primary focus on
Consolidated Balancing Authority registration options, EOP-005-2 interpretation, and transforming
the MCG into a formal working group.
In addition to the conference calls, the MCG hosted a joint face-to-face meeting with the
Consolidated Balancing Authority Steering Committee on May 10 and the Quarterly Compliance
Forum on August 15 and November 12. The last conference call is scheduled for December 13.

North American Energy Standards Board (NAESB)
SPP Compliance Department staff is tracking ongoing TSIN changes led by NAESB. Entities
currently registered in the NERC TSIN (Transmission System Information Network) will be
required to re-register in NAESB’s EIR (Electric Industry Registry). This will clean up any outdated
entities that may currently exist in the TSIN.
SPP staff is also tracking the establishment of new NAESB Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
Standards and the impact on OASIS and end-user security.

Webpages
Compliance
The SPP Compliance Department maintains the following webpages, accessible from the
Compliance menu:
•

Compliance home

•

Compliance Support Site

•

Staff

•

Meeting Calendar

•

NERC

•

SPP Training Dept.
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Looking Ahead to 2013
The SPP Compliance Department and SPP RE will continue efforts toward creating a solid
foundation of offered services to our members, Registered Entities, and the region. Moving into
2013, these two groups will continue to provide exceptional program services as well as launch
new initiatives.
Enhanced service offerings, to include video-based training, entity compliance readiness training,
subject-matter expert (SME) preparation, and regional registration reviews will be introduced in
2013.
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NERC Violation Report - 4th Quarter Through October 31, 2012
Date

Regulatory
Authority

Regulatory Filing
ID

Region

Registered Entity

NCR ID

SA, NOCV,
Total Penalty ($) ACP, SNOP or
OMNI

NERC Violation ID

Reliability
Standard

Req.

Violation
Risk
Factor

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Dogwood Energy, LLC (Dogwood)

NCR01089

$5,000

SNOP

SPP200900106

PRC-005-1

R1

High

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Dogwood Energy, LLC (Dogwood)

NCR01089

$5,000

SNOP

SPP2012010415

PRC-005-1

R2

High

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Independence Power & Light (Independence, Missouri)
(Independence)

NCR01072

$1,500

SNOP

SPP201000217

PRC-008-0

R2

Medium

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Sunflower Electric Power Corporation (Sunflower)

NCR01148

$10,000

SNOP

SPP201100540

EOP-002-2.1

R2

High

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Sunflower Electric Power Corporation (Sunflower)

NCR01148

$10,000

SNOP

SPP201100530

EOP-002-2.1

R4

High

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Sunflower Electric Power Corporation (Sunflower)

NCR01148

$10,000

SNOP

SPP201100545

EOP-004-1

R3; R3.1 Lower

9/28/2012

NP12-47-000

SPP RE

Unidentified Registered Entity

NCRXXXXX

$5,500

SNOP

SPP201000299

CIP-002-1

R2

High

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Unidentified Registered Entity

NCRXXXXX

$25,000

SNOP

SPP201000376

CIP-003-1

R5

Lower

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Unidentified Registered Entity

NCRXXXXX

$25,000

SNOP

SPP201000384

CIP-007-1

R3

Lower

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Unidentified Registered Entity

NCRXXXXX

$25,000

SNOP

SPP201000386

CIP-007-1

R7

Lower

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Unidentified Registered Entity

NCRXXXXX

$25,000

SNOP

SPP201000388

CIP-007-1

R9

Lower

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Unidentified Registered Entity

NCRXXXXX

$25,000

SNOP

SPP201000389

CIP-009-1

R4

Lower

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Unidentified Registered Entity

NCRXXXXX

$25,000

SNOP

SPP201000378

CIP-005-1

R3; R3.2 Medium

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Unidentified Registered Entity

NCRXXXXX

$25,000

SNOP

SPP201000379

CIP-005-1

R4

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Unidentified Registered Entity

NCRXXXXX

$25,000

SNOP

SPP201100520

CIP-006-1

R3; R3.1 Medium

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Unidentified Registered Entity

NCRXXXXX

$25,000

SNOP

SPP201000383

CIP-007-1

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Unidentified Registered Entity

NCRXXXXX

$25,000

SNOP

SPP201000385

CIP-007-1

10/31/2012 FERC

NP13-5-000

SPP RE

Unidentified Registered Entity

NCRXXXXX

$25,000

SNOP

SPP201000387

CIP-007-1

FERC

Medium

R2; R2.1;
Medium
R2.2
R6; R6.1;
Medium
R6.2
R8

Medium

